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The Globalists Are Racing to World War III Before
the American Sheeple Wake Up

By Joachim Hagopian
Global Research, July 08, 2015
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If you think the globalists are pushing pedal to the metal now, you’re absolutely right! Rapid
acceleration toward their one world government has humanity on a fateful collision course
to Armageddon. Just look at the unfolding events in 2015 so far with barely half the year
over. The Charlie Hebdo attack in January came right after France moved to recognize a
sovereign  Palestinian  state.  Clearly  Hebdo  was  a  false  flag  payback  that  only  escalated
movement toward more Orwellian tyranny and draconian police state oppression, not only in
France but around the world.

Hebdo’s  aftermath  in  Paris  with  world  leaders  gathered  arm-in-arm  flanked  by  a  duped
million  plus  strong  waving  their  false  freedom  flags  reeked  of  foul  stench  –  a  hideous
pretense of staged mockery defiance. The pathetic irony is the very same terrorist acts they
were  protesting  against  are  regularly  and  deceitfully  perpetrated  by  those  very  same
international  crime  cabal  leaders  who  diabolically  profit  from  their  state-sponsored
terrorism. Afterwards their ratings in popularity only surge (in the wake of the recent South
Carolina mass killing, Obama recorded his highest approval ratings of over 50% since 2013)
while their corrupt power only tightens the NWO noose of absolute control around the necks
of  the  global  masses  as  their  treasonous  leaders  celebrate  arm-in-arm liberty’s  death
march.

Meanwhile also by design, the West’s created Frankenstein monster on steroids ISIS spreads
its reach of lustful destruction not only throughout the Middle East but into Africa, Europe
and Eurasia as well. It’s now partnering up with Boko Haram and al-Shabaab terrorist groups
in  Africa  and  beyond.  Despite  this  fact,  flanked  by  his  generals  Obama  just  lied  [again]
claiming that “ISIS is losing ground.” The Islamic State on display staging their Christian
beheadings provide weekly shock and awe theater for an aghast world audience. All the
while a coalition of the willing that’s always been ISIS’ life support system – the US-NATO-
Israeli-Saudi-Turkish  governments  –  secretly  finance,  arm,  protect,  train  and  maintain  the
Islamic State’s expanding supply line.

The allied air campaign consisting of 15,245 air strikes from last August to May 2015 that is
supposed to have wiped out the jihadist terrorists has likely killed as many innocent civilians
and soldiers  fighting  against  ISIS  as  killed  ISIS  terrorists.  If  nothing  else,  the  extensive  US
bombing and drone attacks only create new enemies from victims’ families.  Of course
Obama  and  the  Pentagon  are  fully  aware  of  this  fact.  But  then  it  fits  right  into  their  true
agenda. A US Navy F-18 pilot anonymously went on record reporting that, “There were
times I had groups of ISIS fighters in my sights, but couldn’t get clearance to engage.” This
telling admission goes far in explaining both why the secret US agenda is to actually protect
ISIS as the mercenary ally it created as well as why the US air campaign has “failed.” It’s all
a demonic charade failing to hide US Empire’s true agenda to keep their fake war on terror a
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forever war of terror against all of humanity.

Have you ever seen the Islamic State enemy actually attacking and killing any Israelis?

The savage brutality of ISIS doesn’t stop globalist front men like Netanyahu from putting on
his  best  caring  bedside  manner  bringing  good  genocidal  cheer  to  his  injured  jihadist
mercenaries laid up in his Golan Heights hospital. Or perennial warmonger McCain back
slapping smiles hamming it up before the cameras with his ISIS buddies during a photo-op
break from plotting yet more secret global war strategy. It’s all too obvious the West’s hired
gun in the Middle East is soon coming to a Jade Helm neighborhood this summer near you.
After all, they’ve been busy training with the Mexican drug cartel all year long just eight
miles from the open US border. That our treasonous NWO government crime syndicate and
their new and improved brand of terrorist bad guys are no so strange bedfellows can’t come
as a surprise to anyone who doesn’t have their head up their ass.

Just when the feeble façade that al Qaeda/ISIS are America’s enemy is uncovered as just
another sinister propaganda lie, enter the latest demons from hell – Russia’s Putin joined by
those cyber-hacking Chinese who just  stole  the emperors’  private clothes (four  million
gov.corps workers) in another worn out cold war episode fast boiling over into a likely full
scale nuclear World War III. The Ukraine debacle has been a thinly veiled attempt to create
yet another stale installment of the globalists’ created cold war.

Yet decades ago the US created Osama to defeat and help take down the mighty Soviet
Empire  in  the  “empire  graveyard”  Afghanistan  throughout  the  1980’s  while  trafficking  in
Bush-Clinton-CIA  run  cocaine  in  exchange  for  arming  Reagan’s  freedom-fighting  death
squad commandos butchering over 200,000 Central Americans. Supplying inner city ghettos
of America with their war on drugs was a war against black Americans with which they
quickly  filled  their  privatized  prisons  (over  half  of  the  2.3  million  in  US  prisons  are  black
mostly serving sentences for drug crimes), it also conveniently killed two birds with one
crystal crack pipe stone, effectively creating a dependent US welfare state and the rise of a
flourishing gangland culture all at the expense of people of color. The war on terror and war
on drugs have served the globalist agenda extremely well, and though critics say America
has lost both those wars, in reality from the evil psychopathic perspective, the globalists
have won their New World Order with total victories on both “warfronts.”

So the US-created Osama and his al Qaeda terrorists once again came in handy throughout
the 1990’s helping the Empire “balkanize” Yugoslavia into thirteen ineffectual failed states
while using al Qaeda to make billions in profit from the international opium-heroin trade and
installing US military bases for more warring in both the nearby Middle East and Eastern
Europe. Then of course Osama’s stooges had their biggest mercenary moment in history
playing convenient Oswald-like patsies in the neocons’ “Pearl Harbor-like event” called 9/11,
the inside job costing 3000 American lives so that the Bush-Cheney war criminals could
check off one more notch on their seven nation regime change gun.

Of  course  the  Iraq  War  was  based  on  infamously  orchestrated  lies  used  to  take  out
Saddam’s nonexistent WMD’s and his  nonexistent link to terrorism. His real  crime like
Gaddafi’s  was  rejecting  the  US  petrodollar.  Destroy  a  nation  a  second  time  around  by  a
second Bush despot in order to launch their long planned war of terror using their national
security card also allowed for the complete dismantling of the US Constitution as America’s
two plus century old rule of law.
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It all unfolded so well that their Manchurian candidate president dancing in blackface step to
the globalist tune criminally facilitated power-grabbing dictatorial control with dozens of
executive orders, just in time for the Jade Helm operation to go live in response to an
upcoming  planned  false  flag  that  delivers  his  excuse  to  declare  martial  law.  This  scripted
formula’s been the plain-to-see writing on the US wall for some time. But this year the
globalists are racing to pull  it  off before a pissed off American population finally wakes up
and  starts  fighting  back.  With  their  backs  up  against  the  feds’  firing  squad  wall,  in  self-
defense awakened US citizens are desperately trying to take back their long lost republic
and once guaranteed civil liberties.

Despite controlling all  six mega-media corporations that control  over 90% of the news
information  outflow,  the  globalists  and  their  DC  puppets  have  realized  no  one  is  hardly
paying attention to their propaganda disinformation lies as a growing segment of the US
population increasingly seeks truth from alternative independent news media delivered by
way of  the internet.  Enter the Trans-Pacific Partnership that in one fast-tracked swoop will
take down the United States as a sovereign independent nation, take down the internet as a
free  and  open  source  accessible  to  the  worldwide  masses,  flood  the  US  with  more  illegal
aliens and outsourced jobs, and at long last cement into place the globalists’ New World
Order’s one world government.

In 2015 the feds and their globalist puppet masters have stepped up their brutal assault on
humanity with a series of major false flag events and developments intentionally designed
to foment civil unrest, unleashing bigger federal guns and armies against the American
people, as is so often the case using blacks as their victimized targets to trigger riots and
enough civil unrest to then have the convenient excuse to call out the national guard and
US military always at-the-ready to go live from ongoing training exercises in a larger effort
to trigger an all-out race war.  It’s  very evident by events in St.  Louis  last  year when
billionaireGeorge Soros paid agitators to escalate violence and again in Baltimore this year
when more coordinated evidence of  the city,  state and federal  government authorities
willfully instigated the unrest needed to bring in bigger guns and troops.

It happened again in Charleston, South Carolina last month with what appears to be yet
another  staged  event  in  another  too  obvious  effort  to  start  a  race  warwhen  nine  African
Americans were allegedly gunned down by an allegedly racist white stooge high on Big
Pharma drugs with a .45 caliber handgun. The suspect’s instantly known history, his fake
photo with the superimposed South African apartheid patch, his black friends on Facebook,
the 29 million dollars in immediate Obama payout to alleged family victims, the lack of
emotion and grief from seemingly scripted media interviews right afterwards, the church
sermon at the scene of the crime little more than three days later,  the Hillary-in-town
connection to the allegedly slain South Carolina state senator, the ongoing police rioting
exercise that of course went live (just like in 9/11, Boston Marathon bombing, and likely
upcoming Jade Helm 15). It’s getting that every major news story in America is yet another
staged  false  flag,  each  production  installment  (i.e.,  Oklahoma  City  bombing,  9/11,  Sandy
Hook, Boston Marathon bombing) becoming predictably shabbier, complete with repeatedly
used hired crisis actors and dozens of holes that never quite fit together into any believable
official narrative.

In the same way the feds use al Qaeda/ISIS to regularly propagate their international state-
sponsored terror wars, the feds have built up a militarized police state army to wage their
counterinsurgency wars here at home against the American people. Their targeted enemies
are  people  of  color,  all  military  veterans  but  especially  those  fresh  off  blowing  people  up
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abroad,  constitutionalists,  activists,  Tea  Party  members,  Christians,  preppers,
antiabortionists,  home-schoolers,  and anyone even remotely  critical  of  the criminals  in
Washington. In other words, like Bush II said, “you’re either with us or against us,” us being
the treasonous feds, their Gestapo Nazis in Homeland Security, law enforcement and the
military as the designated globalist henchmen ordered to murder and/or lock up fellow
American citizens on a growing Big Brother list of more than 8 million “potential threats.”
That figure is now more than seven years old, so with the highly invasive NSA surveillance
monitoring  of  our  every  move,  no  doubt  that  list  of  potential  threats  has  grown
exponentially.

The end of the 1878 Posse Comitatus law prohibiting the US military from involvement in
civil affairs arrived with the 2012 NDAA. Indefinite detainment of law-abiding US citizens is
next. Any American not part of the elitist security state apparatus is simply lumped together
as the declared enemy, “useless eaters” taking up valuable space and squandering valuable
energy resources inhabiting an overpopulated planet that according to Bill Gates and his
oligarch cronies needs to be thinned down by about 6.5 billion. This is what life on planet
earth and in the anything-but-free America has degenerated into on its way to becoming the
Orwellian nightmare of a one world government that’s sadly and tragically already now well
in place.

And  now  with  the  world  stage  meticulously  set  into  place  over  the  last  century  by
determined globalists and their puppets, the “big bang” theory is ready to explode and
become all too real. The race to Armageddon continues to manifest with unprecedented,
ongoing war preparations at a never before seen scale involving a virtual majority of the
earth’s nations. In addition to America’sJade Helm 15 operating now in 10 states through
mid-September and Canada’s Operation Maple Resolve joined by both UK and US militaries
recently completed, now comes the July 4th through July 19th Operation Talisman Saber 15.
It  involves a massive joint  military exercise in the Pacific Ocean with the US and Australia
consisting of 33,000 troops. 21 naval ships, over 200 aircraft, an aircraft carrier and three
submarines are all participating in thisbiennial drill that extends to Pearl Harbor, San Diego,
Virginia and Guam.

With  China’s  enormous  military  arms  expansion  and  powerful  emerging  presence
throughout  the  Pacific  region  along  with  increasing  tensions  clashing  over  US  Empire
hegemony, in response to Talisman Saber, China gave explicit warnings not to tread near its
military  outposts,  even  specifying  coordinates  of  its  no  trespass  zones.  China’s  major
military operation called Crossing 2015 just ended a week ago in western China’s Gobi
Desert  in  its  final  phase  of  war  readiness  planning.  Meanwhile,  an  ongoing  prewar  faceoff
has been taking place in the ice-free, oil-rich Arctic Sea by both US-NATO forces as well as
the Russian military. Also the NATO exercises on Russia’s doorstep, the US providing large
weaponry to Ukraine and deployment of  US military personnel  to that war torn nation
ominously threaten war in Europe. No corner of the earthincluding outer space seems safe
from the impending world war.

While the global power shift is moving rapidly from West to East, the Western economy is a
house of cards teetering on complete collapse, the planet is bracing for crashing comets and
meteors and ensuing global climate chaos, worldwide military forces from the East and West
are busily, frantically lining up in live training exercises as last minute prepositioning for
impending unfoldment of a World War III  endgame scenario.  The perfect storm on the
geopolitics chessboard appears to be brewing.
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In the meantime, the DC capital has made operational provisions to be headquartered in
Denver as part of its “Continuity of Government” plan, and for decades the global elite have
long prepared for this upcoming day of reckoning, having built lavish underground bunkers,
cities and an elaborate transportation system. Like Bush II’s arrogance displayed onboard
that aircraft carrier at his premature Iraq War victory celebration, the globalist madmen,
their government stooges and hordes of overzealous Christians awaiting the second coming
all seem to be chanting, “Bring it on!” as they insanely dance to the tune of Barry Maguire’s
“Eve of Destruction” just as the doomsday clock strikes one minute tomidnight.
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